MCWN-RF

MCWN-RF "NINJA" SUSPENDED CRANE SCALES WITH RADIO
FREQUENCY MODULE

Professional and digital crane scales fitted
with radio frequency module, for
connection to PC, remote printer, or weight
repeater. Thanks to their compact size,
these crane scales just slightly reduce the
lifting distance of the crane. Available also
CE-M APPROVED. Fitted with test certificate
obtained with standard weights.

Working in cooperation with:
SC DATA SPEED SRL
STR DONATH N. 115/33 - 400331 - JUD. CLUJ - ROMANIA
Tel. 0040-264566473 Fax. 0040-364-815440
office@cantare.com.ro

The best solution
for advanced industrial
applications

MAIN FEATURES
Fitted with the following upper and lower shackle:
GR3 for MCWNT1
GR6 for MCWNT6
GR9 for MCWNT9.
Compact size and minimum distance between upper and lower shackle.
25 mm LCD backlit display, easily visible in any lighting condition.
Precision: +/- 0.03% on MAX.
5-key waterproof keypad: Zero, semi automatic or preset Tare, Mode, Print, On/Off.
Sturdy case in oven-fire painted steel.
Radio frequency module (868MHz) for connection to a PC or o a weight indicator/repeater.
Optional Alibi memory for data transmission used in applications involving third parties relations.
Fitted with infrared remote control for up to 8m distance use.
Power supply through 4 AA batteries, which may be rechargeable.
Auto switch-off.
Energy saving function, in order to increase working autonomy.
Digital calibration and programmable Set-Up directly from the keypad or from the PC with Dinitools.
Adjustable digital filter according to the weighing conditions.
Operating temperature: -10/+40 ºC.
RS232 serial port with RJ11 connector for quick programming with Dinitools.
Fitted with protective transport case with dimensions (WxLxH) 175x480x390mm.

MAIN FUNCTIONS
Identification of the weight peaks.
Freezing of the weight on the display.
Weighing totalization.
+/- check.
Weigh percentile.
Input/Output.
X 10 high resolution visualisation.
Net/Gross or lb/kg conversion.

DETAIL 1

Protective transport case

VERSIONS

Versioni disponibili
Max

d

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

300/600/1500

0,1/0,2/0,5

--

MCWNT1MRF-4

1500

--

0,5

MCWN11T6RF-3

1500/3000/6000

0,5/1/2

--

6000

--

2

3000/6000/9500

1/2/5

--

9000

--

5

Codice
MCWNT1RF-4

MCWN11T6MRF-3
MCWNT9RF-3
MCWNT9MRF-3
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SALES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICE

All the specifications and images can be subject to variations and upgrades without prior notice.

